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液体キセノン 液体アルゴン

原子番号 54 18

沸点 165 K 87 K

密度 3.0 g/cm3 1.4 g/cm3

W値 14.7 eV 19.5 eV

蛍光波長 175 nm 128 nm

蛍光時定数 (早) 4 ns 6 ns

蛍光時定数 (遅) 22 ns 1.6 μs

長寿命RI なし 39Ar (269yr)

価格 ~500,000円/kg (~1,000円/kg)

高純度化が容易

▲ 自己遮蔽力

同程度の観測光量・電子量を確立
▲ 直接検出の困難 
⇔ 波長変換技術の確立，新デバイス開発
非常に優れた粒子識別能力 
(電場の有無によらない)

大気アルゴンであれば容易に入手可能

▲ 極めて厄介な電子反跳背景事象源 
⇔ 精製・除去技術の開発

低質量WIMPに対して大きな反跳エネルギー
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液体アルゴン中のシンチレーション光(S1)と， 
電離電子が誘発するエレクトロルミネセンス光(S2)を検出 

- 低エネルギー (数光子 or 1電子信号) 事象に有感 
- 3次元位置再構成能力 (光検出パターン ⊕ S1-S2時間差) 
- 電子反跳(β/γ)と原子核反跳(中性子/WIMP/(α))の識別 
: S1波形弁別 (PSD) ⊗ 電離蛍光比 (S2/S1)
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液体アルゴン分子の励起状態は 
dE/dxやエネルギー損失量に強く依存 
(スピン一重項 or スピン三重項) 
2つの励起状態で崩壊時定数は>100倍異なる 

- 電場の有無に関わらず機能 
- 分離能力は観測光量に比例して向上 
- 非物理的な事象も効率的に除去 
- Standard-WIMP探索の強力な武器 (対39Ar)

シンチレーション光波形による 
非常に優れた事象弁別

1!+
u or 3!+

u

原子核反跳

電子反跳

5 keVee

発光過程

電子反跳信号の探索に対しては 
別のアプローチを採らなければならない → 次頁
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Argon on Earth

Atmospheric isotopic abundance
J.-Y. Lee, et al., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 70 (2006) 4507-4512

36Ar – 0.334%
38Ar – 0.063%
40Ar – 99.604%

40Ar comes from 40K decay

39Ar Origins
40Ar(n,2n)à39Ar
40Ar(p,np)à39Ar

Underground via U + Th fission neutrons

Mantle
Low	U	and	Th
(lowest	39Ar)

 39
 19K 

03/2+  stable 

 39
 18Ar≈

100% 10.11

7/2– 0
269 y

Qβ−=565

818

背景事象源 5

最大の電子反跳背景事象源：39Ar 
- Cosmogenic 
: (40K + e- => 40Ar + νe + γ), 
  40Ar(n, 2n)39Ar, 40Ar(μ,d)39Cl, etc. 

- t1/2 = 269 yr,  
- Qβ = 565 keV 
- 通常 (大気アルゴン中)，1 Bq/kgで存在 
“Depleted Argon” (by DarkSide-50)  
: 39Ar = 0.7 mBq/kg 

- 地下ガス田のCO2中のアルゴンを抽出 
(CO2中に400 ppm) 

- 精製実績 = 140 g/day

zero-field TPC photoelectron yield with UAr at the 83mKr
peak energy is !8.1" 0.2# PE=keV, 2% higher than that
quoted in Ref. [6], due to small changes in the baseline
finding and pulse identification algorithms.
Figure 1 compares the UAr and AAr data of the S1 pulse

integral spectrum. A z cut (residual mass of !34 kg) has
been applied to remove !-ray events from the anode and
cathode windows. Events identified as multiple scatters or
coincident with a prompt signal in the LSV have also been
removed. To compare the ER background from UAr with
that from AAr, a GEANT4 [18,19] MC simulation of the
DarkSide-50 LAr TPC, LSV, and WCV detectors was
developed. The simulation accounts for material properties,
optics, and readout noise and also includes a model for LAr
scintillation and recombination. The MC is tuned to agree
with the high statistics 39Ar data taken with AAr [6]. A
simultaneous MC fit to the S1 spectrum taken with field off
(see Fig. 6 in Appendix A), S1 spectrum with field on, and
the z-position distribution of events, determines the 39Ar
and 85Kr activities in the UAr to be !0.73" 0.11# mBq=kg
and !2.05" 0.13# mBq=kg, respectively. The fitted 39Ar
and 85Kr activities are also shown in Fig. 1. The uncer-
tainties in the fitted activities are dominated by systematic
uncertainties from varying fit conditions. The 39Ar
activity of the UAr corresponds to a reduction by a factor
of !1.4" 0.2# ! 103 relative to AAr. This is significantly
beyond the upper limit of 150 established in [12].
An independent estimate of the 85Kr decay rate in UAr is

obtained by identifying "-! coincidences from the 0.43%
decay branch to metastable 85mRb with mean lifetime
1.46 #s. This method gives a decay rate of 85Kr via
85mRb of !33.1" 0.9# events=d in agreement with the
value !35.3" 2.2# events=d obtained from the known
branching ratio and the spectral fit result. The presence

of 85Kr in UAr is unexpected. We have not attempted to
remove krypton from the UAr, although cryogenic distil-
lation would likely do this very effectively. The 85Kr in UAr
could come from atmospheric leaks or from natural fission
underground, which produces 85Kr in deep underground
water reservoirs at specific activities similar to those of
39Ar [20].
As in Ref. [6], we determine the nuclear recoil energy

scale from the S1 signal using the photoelectron yield of
NRs relative to 83mKr measured in the SCENE experiment
[21,22], and the zero-field photoelectron yield for 83mKr
measured in DarkSide-50. An in situ calibration with an
AmBe source was also performed, allowing a check of the
f90 medians obtained for NRs in DarkSide-50 with those
scaled from SCENE, as shown in Fig. 2. Contamination
from inelastic or coincident electromagnetic scattering
cannot easily be removed from AmBe calibrations, so
we still derive our NR acceptance from SCENE data where
available.
High-performance neutron vetoes are necessary to

exclude NR events due to radiogenic or cosmic-ray-
produced neutrons from the WIMP search. In the AAr
exposure [6], the vetoing efficiency of the LSV was limited
to 98.5" 0.5% by dead-time considerations given the
!150 kBq of 14C in the scintillator, resulting from the
unintended use of trimethylborate (TMB). For the UAr
data set, the LSV contains a scintillator mixture of low-
radioactivity TMB from a different supplier at 5% con-
centration by mass. As a result, the 14C activity in the LSV
scintillator is now only !0.3 kBq.
Neutron capture on 10B in the scintillator occurs with a

22 #s lifetime through two channels [13,23]:

FIG. 1. Live-time normalized S1 pulse integral spectra from
single-scatter events in AAr (black) and UAr (blue) taken with
200 V=cm drift field. Also shown are the 85Kr (green) and 39Ar
(orange) levels as inferred from a MC fit. Note the peak in the
lowest bin of the UAr spectrum, which is due to 37Ar from
cosmic-ray activation. The peak at !600 PE is due to !-ray
Compton backscatters.

FIG. 2. f90 NR median vs S1 from a high-rate in situ AmBe
calibration (blue) and scaled from SCENE measurements (red
points). Grey points indicate the upper NR band from the AmBe
calibration and lower ER band from "-! backgrounds. Events in
the region between the NR and ER bands are due to inelastic
scattering of high-energy neutrons, accidentals, and correlated
neutron and !-ray emission by the AmBe source.

RESULTS FROM THE FIRST USE OF LOW … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 93, 081101(R) (2016)
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Argon Extraction-Cortez, Colorado

He,	Ar,	N2
mixture

Gas	from	
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Adsorbed	gas	
returned	to	
company
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n
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Gas	flows	
through	one	
column	under	
pressure.	CO2,	
H2O	and	CH4
are	adsorbed	
on	zeolite

Simultaneously	
the	other	column	
is	pumped	on	to	
remove	the	
trapped	gases

Gas	Type Concentration	from	well
Carbon	Dioxide 96%
Nitrogen 2.4%
Methane 0.57%
Helium 0.43%
Other	hydrocarbons 0.21%
Argon 440	ppm

Approximate	Input:
Gas	Type Concentration	in Output
Helium 85-95%
Argon 3-6%
Nitrogen 1-10%
Methane,	Oxygen Trace
Carbon	Dioxide Trace
Other	Hydrocarbons Trace

Average	Production:	140g/day

大気アルゴン

地下アルゴン

1/1400x

Thomas Alexander  
(@LRUA Workshop 2018)

PRD 93, 081101(R)

https://zenodo.org/communities/lrua/
https://zenodo.org/communities/lrua/
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The ionization yield measured with 241AmBe and 241Am
13C neutron sources in DarkSide-50 is systematically lower
than the ionization yield from SCENE and ARIS. The
choice ofQy extracted from 241AmBe and 241Am 13C in this
analysis leads to a conservative estimate of the exclusion
limits.
Figure 7 shows the Ne! spectrum for the last 500 days

(same as blue histogram in Fig. 3) together with the
contributions from the individual radiation sources from
the simulation, normalized using the detector construction
materials radioassay data and radioactivity estimation
obtained by fitting gamma lines at high energy, 39Ar,
and 85Kr spectra. The Ne! distribution from the 500 day
sample obtained with the present analysis is consistent
within uncertainties with the G4DS MC simulation [20,31]
for Ne! ! 7 e!!"1 keVNR". There is an excess of data in
the region of Ne! from 4 e! to 7 e!, the origin of which is
left for future study.

The observed DarkSide-50 rate as a function of keVee
is flat at "1.5 events=!keVee kg d" in the range from 0.1 to
10 keVee. The large (102) increase below 0.1 keVee
is believed to be from electrons trapped and subsequently
released by impurities. This is based on the observation
of a strong time correlation between a higher energy
event and the following low-Ne! events, suggesting elec-
trons are released from impurities with an "50 ms
time constant. Also shown in Fig. 7 are the Ne! spectra
expected for nuclear recoils induced by dark matter
particles of masses 2.5, 5, and 10 GeV=c2 with a cross
section of 10!40 cm2 and standard isothermal halo
parameters (vescape # 544 km= sec, v0 # 220 km= sec,
vEarth#232 km=sec, and !DM # 0.3 GeV=!c2 cm3" [55]).
Uncertainties in the expected signal yield above the

analysis threshold are dominated by the average ionization
yield as extracted from the 241AmBe and 241Am 13C data
and its intrinsic fluctuations. We have no a priori knowl-
edge of the width of the ionization distribution of nuclear
recoils and are not aware of measurements in liquid argon
in the energy range of interest. We therefore consider two
extreme models: one allowing for fluctuations in energy
quenching, ionization yield, and recombination processes
obtained with binomial distributions and another where the
fluctuations in energy quenching are set to zero, equivalent
to imposing an analysis threshold of 0.59 keVNR.
Extrapolations of the expected background to the signal

region are mostly affected by theoretical uncertainties on
the low-energy portion of the 85Kr and 39Ar " spectra and
by the uncertainty in the electron recoil energy scale and
resolution.
Upper limits on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross

section are extracted from the observed Ne! spectrum
using a binned profile likelihood method [56–58]. Two
signal regions are defined, the first one using a threshold of
4 e!, determined by the approximate end of the trapped
electron background spectrum, and the second above a
threshold of 7 e!, where the background is described
within uncertainties by the G4DS simulation. The first
region has sensitivity to the entire range of DM masses
explored in this Letter, but the data are contaminated by a
component that is not included in the background model,
resulting in weaker bounds on the DM-nucleon cross
section. The second signal region has limited sensitivity
to DMmasses below 3.5 GeV=c2 but, due to the agreement
between data and background model, more tightly con-
strains the cross section at higher masses. For a given
fluctuation model and DM mass, we calculate limits using
both signal regions and quote the more stringent of the two.
The 90% C.L. exclusion curves for the binomial fluc-

tuation model (red dotted line) and the model with zero
fluctuation in the energy quenching (red dashed line) are
shown in Fig. 8. For masses above 1.8 GeV=c2, the
90% C.L. exclusion is nearly insensitive to the choice of
quenching fluctuation model. Below 1.8 GeV=c2, the two

FIG. 7. The DarkSide-50 Ne! spectra at low recoil energy from
the analysis of the last 500 days of exposure compared with a
G4DS simulation of the background components from known
radioactive contaminants. Also shown are the spectra expected
for recoils induced by dark matter particles of masses 2.5, 5, and
10 GeV=c2 with a cross section per nucleon of 10!40 cm2

convolved with the no energy quenching fluctuation model
and detector resolution. The y-axis scales on the right-hand side
are approximate event rates normalized at Ne! # 10 e!.

FIG. 6. The measured ionization yield Qy for nuclear recoils in
LAr as a function of the reduced energy parameter #. Also shown is
theBezrukovmodel fit to the 241AmBeand 241Am 13Cdata (see text).

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 081307 (2018)

081307-6

as the trigger preselects S2’s to which many PMTs
contribute, which is rarer for S2’s seen mostly by the
top array.
Pileup of randomly emitted single-electron (SE) signals

can be misidentified as S2’s from real events. We employ
three cuts against this background, without which the
population most prominent at !150 PE in Fig. 3 would
be !50! larger. First, we remove events whose S2 hit
pattern on the top array is inconsistent with that of single
scatters, as determined by a likelihood test [15]. This cut
has a 90% efficiency, shown in brown in Fig. 2, as
measured with neutron generator data and S1-tagged
cathode events. This cut also removes some unresolved
double scatter events, e.g., from radiogenic neutrons.
Second, we exclude events with one or more S2 or
single-electron signals up to !1 ms before the largest
S2, with 91.5% efficiency, as measured with high-energy
background events and shown in orange in Fig. 2. This cut
also suppresses gas events, whose S1’s are broader than
those of events in the liquid and therefore often misidenti-
fied as S2’s. Third, as high-energy events cause a temporary
and localized enhancement in single-electron emission
[23], we utilize a combined p-value cut [24] against events
close in time or reconstructed position to recent high-
energy events, with 80% efficiency, as determined with
S1-tagged cathode events and shown in purple in Fig. 2.
This last cut only helps against the single-electron pileup
background, so we apply it only for S2 < 200 PE.
We exclude events in which the S2 waveform is distorted

by a merged S1, with !95% efficiency, as determined with
220Rn [25] and neutron generator data. To remove double
scatters, we apply the same cut to events with substantial
secondary S2’s as in Refs. [5,15], with 99.5% efficiency.
Finally, we apply two cuts specifically to events with

S1’s. Events whose drift time indicates a z outside
!"95;"7" cm are removed, to exclude events high in the
detector and S1-tagged cathode events. We assume no
signal or background events are produced outside this z
region. Our assumption is conservative because this is a
limit-only analysis. We also remove events with a very
large S1 (> 200 PE), with negligible efficiency loss.
Detector response.—We compute XENON1T’s response

to ERs and NRs in the same two-dimensional (S2, z) space
used for the efficiencies and project the model after
applying efficiencies onto S2 for comparison with data.
We use the best-fit detector response model from Ref. [22],
but we assume in our signal and background models that
NRs below 0.7 keVand ERs below 186 eV (!12 produced
electrons) are undetectable, as the LXe charge yield Qy has
never been measured below these energies. Even without
these cutoffs, the low-energy Qy from Ref. [22] is lower
than that favored by other LXe measurements [11,12] and
models [26]. Thus, our results should be considered
conservative.
While a complete model of backgrounds in the S2-only

channel is unavailable, we can quantify three components

of the background, illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. First, the ER
background from high Q-value ! decays, primarily 214Pb
(Q # 1.02 MeV) [22], is flat in our energy range of
interest. We use a rate of 0.142 events=$tonne day keV%,
a conservative lower bound derived from < 210 keV data.
Second, coherent nuclear scattering of 8B solar neutrinos
(CEvNS), shown in red in Fig. 3, should produce a
background nearly identical to a 6 GeV=c2, 4 !
10"45 cm2 spin-independent NR DM signal [27,28]. We
expect 2.0& 0.3 CEvNS events inside the 6 GeV=c2 SI NR
ROI. Third, we see events from ! decays on the cathode
wires. Sufficiently low-energy cathode events lack S1’s. We
derive a lower bound on this background using the ratio of
events with and without S1’s measured in a high-S2, high
width control region where cathode events are dominant.
This procedure is detailed in Supplemental Material [21].
Figure 4 compares the observed events to our

nominal signal and background models. For S2"
300 PE (!0.3 keVee), we observe rates well below
1=$tonne day keVee%, more than 1000 times lower than
previous S2-only analyses [14,29]. Below 150 PE, the rate
rises quickly, likely due to unmodeled backgrounds.
DM models.—We constrain several DM models, using

Ref. [30] to compute the energy spectra. First, we consider
spin-independent and spin-dependent (SD) DM-nucleus
scattering with the same astrophysical (v0, vesc, etc.) and
particle physics models (form factors, structure functions)
as Refs. [5,6]. For SD scattering, we consider the neutron-
only (to first order) coupling specifically. If the DM-matter

FIG. 4. Distribution of events that pass all cuts (black dots);
error bars show statistical uncertainties (1" Poisson). The thick
black line shows the predetermined summed background model,
below which its three components are indicated, with colors as in
Fig. 3. The lightly shaded orange (purple) histogram, stacked on
the total background, shows the signal model for 4 GeV=c2

(20 GeV=c2) SI DM models excluded at exactly 90% confidence
level. The arrows show the ROIs for these analyses, and the
dashed line the S2 threshold, as in Figs. 2 and 3. All rates are
shown relative to the effective remaining exposure after selec-
tions. The top x axis shows the mean expected energy of events
after cuts for a flat ER spectrum if there were no Qy cutoff.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 123, 251801 (2019)

251801-4

1 event 
/[kg day keV]

~3桁
3 keVee

3 keVee
Depleted-Argonを用いた場合でも， 
LAr検出器の事象レートは約3桁高い 

- 原子番号の小ささ (i.e.反跳エネルギーの大きさ) に帰して， 
Low-Mass WIMP (1.8‒3.5 GeV/c2) に対してはより高い感度を持っている 
電子反跳稀信号の探索には，さらなる39Arの除去が不可欠

Argon : DarkSide-50 (PRL 121 081307) 
Xenon : XENON1T  (PRL 123 251801)

Argon

Xenon
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Preliminary lay-out

a^er	POLARIS	Srl	

Production:	Urania
• Commercial-scale	plant	to	extract	UAr
• Located	in	Southwestern	Colorado

• UAr extracted	from	CO2 well	gas	at	the	tonne scale
Focus	of	this	talk Purification:	Aria	

(see	M.	Simeone’s talk	for	details)
• 350	m	tall	cryogenic	distillation	column	to	purify	UAr and	

isotopically	separate	argon	and	other	elements
• Located	in	refurbished	carbon	mine	shaft	in	Sardinia,	Italy
• Will	chemically	purify	the	UAr for	DS-20k	to	detector	grade

UAr transported	via	boat	
for	final	purification	at	Aria
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UAr transported	via	boat	
for	final	purification	at	Aria

Xe1Tの背景事象レベルを得るには， 
39Arを大気アルゴンから10-5~-6の抑制が必要 

- これまでの達成値から1/100x ~ 1/1000x 
- (アクシオン信号であればさらに1/10x) 
- O(1t-10t)の生成量も必要 

Depleted Argonの大量生成 (by DarkSide) 
- 精製施設を増強 (250 kg/day，建設中) 
- 蒸留塔 (350m) による追精製・追純化  
(~10 kg/day，コミッショニング中?) 

✦ 計画通り稼働開始すれば， 
1tonの39Ar-Freeアルゴンも得られるはず

Axion Signal : 
Xe1Tのベンチマーク

7

Andrew Renshaw (@LRUA Workshop 2018)

新精製施設 新蒸留塔

https://zenodo.org/communities/lrua/
https://zenodo.org/communities/lrua/
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液体キセノン応答理解の目覚ましい進展 
- 生成光子数/電子数の詳細な測定 
- 種々の実験グループによる測定と， 
“NEST”をはじめとした包括的なモデル化 

- 低エネルギー電子反跳に対する検出器応答
の理解・解析に大きな貢献 

液体アルゴンの理解はまだまだ乏しい 
- 液体希ガス検出器応答としての 
液体キセノンとの類似性 

- 原子番号 (電子殻構造) の大きな差異 
→ “電子反跳”応答はよりシンプルだと期待

γ
e-

Xe/Ar Xe/Ar

γ

e-

X-ray

β-like Cascade, larger dE/dx

9

TABLE I: Results of the light-yield measurements. !c is the central angle of the dataset; Eer is the central energy of the energy
distribution; Re is the zero-field central relative light yield value (relative to the scintillation emission at 32.1 keV); "st is the

statistical uncertainty; "(1)
sys is the systematic uncertainty resulting from potential misalignment of experimental components;

"
(2)
sys is the systematic uncertainty associated with the choice of fit range; "(3)

sys is the systematic uncertainty associated with source

activity; "(4)
sys indicates the discrepancy introduced between 1-fold and 2-fold coincidence requirements on the LXe PMTs; an

additional systematic uncertainty of 1.5% is applicable to all values in the third column, which arises from variations in results
of weekly 57Co calibrations. q(450) is the scintillation quenching factor at an applied field of 450V/cm; the first uncertainties
are statistical, the second systematic.

!c Eer (keV) Re "st "
(1)
sys "

(2)
sys "

(3)
sys "

(4)
sys q(450)

4.25! 1.5+5.2
"1.2 0.37 +0.20

"0.12
+0.03
"0.04 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.14 0.64+0.45+0.09

"0.20"0.09

5.25! 2.6+5.6
"1.9 0.52 +0.10

"0.15
+0.03
"0.03 ±0.01 ±0.06 ±0.05 0.77+0.42+0.02

"0.28"0.02

6.25! 5.4+3.5
"3.5 0.57 +0.08

"0.15
+0.03
"0.02 ±0.04 ±0.01 ±0.03 —

8.50! 7.8+7.3
"4.4 0.82 +0.03

"0.02
+0.03
"0.03 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.01 0.74+0.03+0.12

"0.03"0.12

83mKr 9.4 1.10 +004
"004 — — — — 0.893+0.001+0.014

"0.001"0.014

16.25! 31.6+9.4
"9.4 0.96 +0.01

"0.01
+0.01
"0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00 —

83mKr 32.1 ! 1 — — — — — 0.741+0.001+0.011
"0.001"0.011

34.50! 118.9+21.6
"27.0 0.959 +0.005

"0.004
+0.005
"0.006 ±0.005 ±0.008 ±0.000 —

57Co 126.1 0.97 +0.003
"0.003 — — — — 0.593+0.003+0.009

"0.003"0.009
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FIG. 7: (color online) Results of the light yield relative to
that of the 32.1 keV emission of 83mKr, Re. The current
work (red) shows statistical uncertainties as vertical lines, sys-
tematic uncertainties as light, shaded rectangles, and the 1"
spread in the distribution of electron recoil energies as hori-
zontal lines. Also shown are the results from studies with X-
rays [35] (blue), the recent Compton-scatter study by Aprile
et al. [14] (purple) and the model prediction of NEST [36, 37]
(green). The gray band indicates the 1" range of Re models
used to determine the energy thresholds of four recent LXe
dark-matter searches.

where !A is the uncertainty in the source activity
(as in Eq. (5)) and "2

A is the variance of A from the
fit. The factor cov(LY0, A)/"2

A gives the slope of
LY0 versus A.

• "(4) quantifies the uncertainty associated with the
choice of the PMT coincidence requirement. An
N = 2 coincidence requirement on the two LXe
PMTs is separately imposed, correcting the result-
ing scintillation spectrum by a simulated coinci-
dence e!ciency curve, and performing the fits again
for LY0.

• "(5) is a 1.5% relative systematic from fluctuations
in the PMT gains and weekly 57Co calibrations.

These systematic uncertainties are combined in quadra-
ture to form the systematic error bars in Figure 7, and
the first four are shown in Table I. In the lowest energy,
the dominating systematic is "(4) with a contribution of
38%; this systematic rapidly decreases to 1% by 8.5! and
zero beyond.

D. Field dependence

The previous results all pertain to the light yield of
LXe with no applied electric fields. As mentioned in Sec-
tion II, data were also collected with an applied field
of 450V/cm for a subset of scattering angles in order to
study the scintillation quenching of LXe at the lowest en-
ergies. The data collected with this field are fit using the
same procedure as before, resulting in a set of posterior

2011 JINST 6 P10002

Figure 5. Experimental values for absolute S1 yields for ER in xenon as a function of incident gamma en-
ergy compared with our Monte Carlo output, the foundation of which is the recombination probability curve
in figure 2. Fitted Gaussian means (see figure 3, left) are used to report the simulated scintillation yields.
Data are taken from [3, 11, 17, 22, 26, 28, 33, 37–40]. When authors quote relative yields, we infer absolute
numbers of photons, based on works where absolute yields are available (table 1). The 122 keV data have
been separated for clarity. For these and other overlapping points, some error bars are thicker than others for
differentiation. Two points, at 164 and 236 keV (hollow blue crosses [38]), are from inelastic neutron scat-
ters, resulting in gammas of these energies together with an NR component, which may serve to increase the
yield. The right-hand y-axis uses the definition Wph = Edep/Nph, as described in the text. More features and
significant outliers are addressed in section 3, where the work of Doke et al. [41], which is in good agreement
with our own, is also explained in depth. Following only the Doke/Birks or the Thomas-Imel model does not
match the data at all energies. We isolate these models by setting the cross-over distance between the two to
be zero (dotted red) or infinity (dashed blue), implying only single boundless Thomas-Imel interaction sites
in the latter case. Multiple interaction sites are treated individually for determining which individual model
to use, thus the black curve for the full, combined model is not a simple average of the red and blue curves.
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真空紫外光 (128 nm) の高効率検出 @ 極低温 
- 光検出器窓面や検出器内壁 (反射材) へ 
波長変換材 (TPB) を真空蒸着 

- 13 p.e./keV (PMT),  ~25 p.e./keV (MPPC) 
を実証 (c.f. XMASS ~ 15 p.e./keV)
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低エネルギー応答の理解
高感度アルゴン検出器による低エネルギー応答測定 

- 光量に特化した1相検出器 (電場なし) により， 
10keV以下のシンチレーション応答を初めて測定 

- エネルギー依存性を関数化
Chapter 8 Conclusion and Prospects 135
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@早稲田

高電場アルゴン検出器による電場応答の測定 
- 高電場印加に特化した2相型検出器により， 
0-3 kV/cm下での検出器応答  
(S1や電離電子生成量) を算出 

- 任意の電場下での電離電子生成量を予測 
- 1kV/cm以上での電子反跳応答の初めての測定

~3x

鷲見D論 (2018,早大)

M.Kimura et al.,  
arXiv:2003.14248
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Standard-WIMP探索 
- DEAP3600 (1相)，DarkSide-50 (2相) 
- S1波形弁別によって >20 GeV/c2の領域を 
Background-Freeに探索

VII. UNBLINDING

Unblinding consisted of changing the access permissions
of the open SLAD (see Sec. V), the blinded versions of
which had been used for the background predictions, and
running the analysis code applying all cuts to it. Figure 11
shows f90 vs S1 after all analysis cuts. With the analysis
cuts applied and the data fully unblinded, no events are
observed in the predefined DM search region.
After unblinding, we tabulated events surviving each cut,

as shown in Table V. The order that the cuts were applied is
not meaningful—the order shown in the table was chosen
to be informative. Each of the last two events in Table V
was cut by both the prompt and delayed veto cuts. They are
the events in the box in Fig. 6 labeled “Radiogenic” and
“Fission candidate.”

VIII. WIMP SENSITIVITY AND LIMIT

A limit on spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering is
derived assuming the standard isothermal WIMP halo
model, with vescape!544 km=sec [42], v0 ! 220 km= sec
[42], vEarth ! 232 km= sec [43], and !DM ! 0.3 GeV=
"c2 cm3# [44]. The background- and signal-free result is
consistent with up to 2.3 DM-induced scatters (90% C.L.),
which sets an upper limit on the spin-independent DM-
nucleon cross section at 1.14 ! 10!44 cm2 (3.78!
10!44 cm2, 3.43!10!43 cm2) for 100GeV=c2 (1TeV=c2,
10 TeV=c2) DM particles. The minimum upper limit is
1.09 ! 10!44 cm2 at 126 GeV=c2. Figure 12 compares this
limit to those obtained by other experiments.
Figure 13 demonstrates available improvements in back-

ground rejection, which we do not use in this analysis. If we
require S2/S1 lower than the median value for nuclear
recoils and also radial fiducialization to about 8 cm from
the wall (r < 10 cm), we obtain an even greater separation
between the events surviving the selection and the pre-
viously defined DM search region. In a multiton detector
[48], these cuts would provide exceptional background
rejection at the cost of an affordable loss in detection
efficiency.
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FIG. 11. Observed events in the f90 vs S1 plane surviving all
cuts in the energy region of interest. The solid blue outline
indicates the DM search region. The 1%, 50%, and 99% f90
acceptance contours for nuclear recoils, as derived from fits to our
241AmBe calibration data, are shown as the dashed lines.

FIG. 12. Spin-independent DM-nucleon cross section
90% C.L. exclusion limits from the analysis detailed in this
paper, compared to our previous result [17] and selected results
from other experiments using argon (WARP [45], DEAP-3600
[2]) and xenon (LUX [46], XENON1T [1], PandaX-II [47]).

FIG. 13. Distribution of events in the f90 vs S1 plane that
survive all analysis cuts and that in addition survive tightened
radial and S2/S1 cuts (see text for details).
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FIG. 24. 90% confidence upper limit on the spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections based on the
analysis presented in this paper (blue), compared to
other published limits, including our previous limit [6],
SuperCDMS [45], DarkSide-50 [7], LUX [46], PANDAX-
II [47], and XENON1T [5].

ergy scale parameters in Table I, the PSD model fit
parameters in Equation 5, the WIMP acceptance as
shown in Figure 21, the NR quenching factors and
mean Fprompt values, as derived from [31], and a
2.9% uncertainty on the total exposure.

This analysis excludes spin-independent WIMP-
nucleon cross sections above 3.9⇥ 10�45 cm2

(1.5⇥ 10�44 cm2) for WIMPs with a mass of
100GeV/c2 (1TeV/c2), assuming the standard
halo dark matter model described in [49], with a
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution below an
escape velocity of 544 km/s and v0 = 220 km/s, and
a local density of 0.3GeV/cm3.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This work improves upon the result reported in
[6], setting the most sensitive limit for the spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross section achieved
using a LAr target for WIMPs with mass greater
than 30GeV. These results are complementary to
results reported by liquid xenon-based experiments,
allowing for further constraints on the nature of the
WIMP-nucleon coupling [50, 51].

The use of LAr here demonstrates the power of
PSD as a tool to achieve low backgrounds in WIMP
searches, emphasizing the future prospect of much
larger LAr-based detectors designed to achieve sen-
sitivity to WIMP interaction cross-sections at the
level of the neutrino floor.

Additionally, a detailed description of back-
grounds in the detector has been presented alongside
the analysis methods and simulation models which
characterize them. Using these models, a total back-

ground expectation of <1 event has been achieved;
this model is consistent with observations in data
in the ROI. Multivariate techniques are currently
being explored to utilize these models to maximize
the sensitivity to dark matter signals. Since the end
of the data collection period presented here (Octo-
ber 31, 2017) DEAP-3600 has continued to collect
data. Updated results including a blind analysis of
additional data are planned for the near future.
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combination of detectors in rejecting a broad range of
backgrounds. This paper describes the techniques devel-
oped for a blind analysis of the 532.4 live-day data set,
which required detailed prediction of the background and
deployment of new rejection methods.

II. THE DARKSIDE-50 DETECTORS

The DarkSide-50 experiment is located in Hall C of the
Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) in Italy, at a depth
of 3800 m.w.e. [3]. The DarkSide-50 DM detector is a two-
phase (liquid and gas) argon TPC, described in Ref. [4] and
shown schematically in Fig. 1. Briefly, a cylindrical volume
containing UAr is viewed through fused-silica windows
by top and bottom arrays of 19 300 Hamamatsu R11065
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The windows are coated
with indium tin oxide (ITO) which acts as the cathode
(bottom) and anode (top) of the TPC. The PMTs operate
immersed in LAr and are fitted with cryogenic preampli-
fiers [5]. The preamplifiers allow operation at reduced PMT
gain, taming breakdown issues in these PMTs.
LAr is boiled to form a 1 cm-thick gas pocket under the

anode window. A grid 4.7 mm beneath the liquid-gas
interface separates a 200 V=cm drift region in the main
active volume from a higher-field extraction region.
The side wall of the active LAr volume is a Teflon

reflector. The inner surfaces of the Teflon reflector and
the windows are coated with tetraphenylbutadiene (TPB),
which shifts the 128 nm argon scintillation light to 420 nm,
allowing transmission through the windows and detection
by the PMTs.
Interactions in the active volume result in ER or NR

events which produce primary scintillation (S1) as well
as ionization in the LAr. Ionization electrons surviving
recombination at the event site are drifted to the liquid-gas
interface, where the extraction field injects them into the

gas region. In the gas, the electric field is large enough to
cause the electrons to produce a second signal (S2) by gas
proportional scintillation. S1 and S2 are both measured
with the PMT arrays. S1 (or, for higher resolution, a linear
combination of S1 and S2) measures energy; the drift
time (tdrift), the time between the detection of S1 and S2,
measures the vertical (z) location of the event; and the
pattern of S2 on the PMT arrays measures the x and y
coordinates of the event.
The DarkSide-50 veto system is described in detail in

Ref. [7]. The LSV is filled with 30 t of borated liquid
scintillator that detects neutrons via both prompt signals
from thermalization and delayed signals from capture
products. It detects neutrons producing NR in the LAr
TPC with extremely high efficiency (see Sec. VI C) and
also detects about a third of the !-rays giving ER in the
TPC. The LSV is surrounded by the 1 kt WCV, which
provides shielding for the LSV and a veto for cosmic ray
muons. Radioactive calibration sources for the characteri-
zation of the TPC and LSVare deployed through the WCV
and LSV to the side of the cryostat using an articulated arm
described in Ref. [8].
Under normal running conditions for the WIMP search,

all three detectors are read out upon a trigger from the
TPC that requires at least two PMTs above a threshold of
0.6 PE [5]. Much of the data reported here also includes
0.05 Hz of pulser-generated triggers, which provides an
unbiased sample of detector baselines and signals. Time
stamps are recorded with the data from each detector to
allow later synchronization.

III. DATA DESCRIPTION AND CALIBRATION

Data are recorded from the TPC and both vetoes with
each trigger. TPC data contains the waveforms from the 38
PMTs, digitized at 250 MHz without zero suppression [5].
The digitized waveforms are acquired in a single 440 "s
window, beginning 5 "s before the trigger time and long
enough to include S1 and S2, given the maximum electron
drift time of 376 "s. Data from each PMT in both vetoes are
digitized at 1.25 GHz and zero suppressed with a threshold
of !0.25 PE. Veto data are recorded in a 200 "s window
beginning 10.5 "s before the initiating TPC trigger [9].

A. Reconstruction

Low-level reconstruction of TPC events follows the
steps described in Ref. [4]. The digitized PMTwaveforms
that make up the raw data are analyzed using darkart, a
code based on the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
art framework [10], which identifies pulses with area
!10 PE in the acquisition window. Timing and integral
information are calculated for each pulse. While pulse-
finding is done on the veto data, the WIMP search uses
only integrals over prespecified regions of interest (ROI),
described in VI A 4.FIG. 1. The DarkSide-50 TPC. Reproduced from [4] under [6].
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abundance, dark matter has not yet been directly
detected in terrestrial experiments. Many theoreti-
cal models predict particles with appropriate phe-
nomenological properties, such as those described
in [2, 3]. One such candidate is the weakly inter-
acting massive particle (WIMP). In such models,
the elastic scattering of WIMPs with nuclei produces
low energy (.100 keV) nuclear recoils (NRs) [4]. Di-
rect detection experiments seek to observe this sig-
nature; current results limit the spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section to be less
than 9.0⇥ 10�47 cm2 at 100 GeV/c2 at 90% C. L. [5].

Detecting these rare, low energy signals is facili-
tated by a large target mass with exceptionally low
backgrounds, below 1 event per tonne per year. Pre-
vious experimental results demonstrated the e↵ec-
tiveness of liquid argon (LAr) for achieving these
conditions [6, 7]. Ease of purification, high scintil-
lation e�ciency and transparency to its own scin-
tillation light makes it well-suited for a multi-tonne
WIMP detector. The DEAP-3600 experiment uses
the unique scintillation time profile of LAr to achieve
pulse shape discrimination (PSD) [8]. It has pre-
viously been shown that PSD can be used to sup-
press electronic recoil (ER) backgrounds by a factor
better than 2.7⇥ 10�8, in an energy range of 44–
89 keVee [9].

The results presented here are from the
DEAP-3600 experiment, using non-blinded data
collected from November 4, 2016 to October 31,
2017. DEAP-3600 has previously performed the
first WIMP search with a single-phase LAr de-
tector (measuring scintillation only), during a
14.8 tonne·day total exposure [6]. In this paper, the
results are updated to a 758 tonne·day total expo-
sure collected during 231 live-days. The result is the
most sensitive dark matter search performed using
a LAr target for WIMP masses above 30GeV/c2.
This analysis shows the strongest background dis-
crimination using PSD in any dark matter search, at
the level of 4.1+2.1

�1.0 ⇥ 10�9 for 90% NR acceptance
in the dark matter search region of 15.6–32.9 keVee.

II. DETECTOR AND DATA ACQUISITION

The DEAP-3600 detector is located approxi-
mately 2 km (6 km water-equivalent) underground
at the SNOLAB facility near Sudbury, Ontario,
Canada. In the current run, the detector has been
operating with a LAr target since November 4, 2016.
The analysis of data from a previous run is discussed
in [6]. For the data collection period discussed here,
the total mass of the LAr target is (3279± 96) kg.

FIG. 1. Cross section of the DEAP-3600 detector compo-
nents located inside the water tank (not shown). Inside
the steel shell are inward-looking PMTs, light guides,
filler blocks, and the acrylic vessel (AV), which holds
the liquid argon target and the gaseous argon layer. Lo-
cated on the outer surface of the steel shell are muon
veto PMTs. Above this, a steel neck contains the neck
of the AV, acrylic flowguides and the cooling coil. The
neck is coupled to a central support assembly on which
the glovebox is located. Shown also is the neck veto fiber
system (green).

This value of the total LAr mass is calculated using
the same method as described in [6].

A. Detector description

A cross-sectional diagram of the DEAP-3600 de-
tector is shown in Figure 1. The complete design of
the detector is detailed in [10]. The detector con-
sists of ultra-pure LAr contained in a 5 cm thick ul-
traviolet absorbing (UVA) acrylic vessel (AV). This
UVA acrylic was chosen to reduce the amount of
Cherenkov light originating from the acrylic. The
top 30 cm of the AV is filled with gaseous argon
(GAr). The GAr/LAr interface is 55 cm above the
equator of the AV. The GAr and LAr regions are

DEAP-
3600

DarkSide-
50

Low-Mass WIMP/Non-WIMP探索 
- DarkSide-50 (2相, 200 V/cm) 
- S2のみを利用し， 
0.6 keVnr, 0.05 keVee 閾値による探索

LArによるDM探索

exclusion curves rapidly diverge because of the effective
threshold due to the absence of the fluctuations in the
energy quenching process. Without additional constraints
on the quenching fluctuations, it is impossible to claim an
exclusion in this mass range.
Our exclusion limit above 1.8 GeV=c2 is compared with

the 90% C.L. exclusion limits from Refs. [21,59–73], the
region of claimed discovery of Refs. [17,74–76], and the
neutrino floor for LAr experiments [77]. Improved ioniza-
tion yield measurement and assessment of a realistic
ionization fluctuation model, which are left for future
work, may be used to determine the actual sensitivity of
the present experiment within the range indicated by the
two curves below the 1.8 GeV=c2 DM mass.
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次期計画：DarkSide-20k → ARGO 
- 2相検出器 
- DS20k : 地下Ar (1/1400x) 30-50 ton,  

ARGO : 地下Ar (1/1400 x (1/10)n), 500 ton 
- キセノン検出器と異なり，Standard-WIMP Searchと低エネルギー探索を 

両立することは難しい (BG量とDepleted-Argon精製量の兼ね合い) 
=> それぞれの物理に特化した複数の検出器を構築できればよい

LArによるDM探索 12
DarkSide-20k

XENON1T Excessの検証，Non-Standard WIMP探索 
- 39Arを大気アルゴンの10-6まで抑えたLArをO(1ton)用意できれば到達できる 
- 光量の確保 and/or 高電場印加により，低エネルギー側への感度が向上できないか 
通常のWIMP Search (>100 keVの原子核反跳信号) では，波形弁別が非常に有効 
=> 39Arへの要請は主にトリガー・パイルアップ， 
　 1相検出器であれば要請は小さくなる (1/100@500tでパイルアップは回避)

L.Rignanese  
@ ICHEP2020



纏め 13
液体アルゴン検出器はWIMP/Non-WIMP双方に対して魅力的なデバイス 
: 非常に優れた粒子識別能力 
: 低エネルギー事象 (~Sub-keV) に対する大きな信号量 (観測量)  
長寿命放射性同位体39Arの除去が絶対的に必要 
: Xe1Tレベルには，現在までの達成値 (1/1400) の更に1/1000が必要 
: 39Ar含有量を抑えたアルゴンの研究がDarkSideを中心に進められている 
液体キセノン検出器と比べると... 
: 同程度のシンチレーション検出効率，電子検出効率 
: 入手が容易 (安価) であり，速い (多種多様な) 研究開発が可能， 
ただし大型実験の実現には，39Arを除去したアルゴンの確保が最大の障壁となる 

: 新物理の示唆に対しては大変意義の高い相互検証になる (検出器技術の類似性，核種依存性) 
これまで早大(ANKOK)では低エネルギー領域に特化した研究・開発を進めてきた 
: 大光量 (~20 p.e./keV) 検出器，高電場検出器 (~3 kV/cm)， 
低エネルギー・高電場下での液体アルゴン応答測定 

: 39Arの少ないアルゴンの精製・入手が確立されれば，できることが大きく増える
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